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1. 	 .Principlf;!s of borrowing 

Loan words sometimes bring into a language new soun:<.L.:o or 
nev sequences of sounds~ but in many cases foreign sounds are 
changed to conform to the native phonological system. Furthermore~ 
the manner of nativization is quite regular. People don't simply 
substitute an arbitra.rynative segment i'or a. foreigri sc,und. An 
adequate theory of phonblogy has·t,o expla.in the proce~s of 
adaptation 6f' f'oreign iroJ:"ds·, and' their natiyized phono:Logical and 
phonetic repr~sentations. ' 

That they cannot be explained adequately in· terms of a 
'phonetic approximation' hypothesis or by 'phonemic approximation' 
1:lased·on the theory of ta.x.onomic·phonemics was ·convincingly demon-
strated by· Hyman (1970).. Hyman attempted to view the·phenomeria: of 
:borrowing in' the light of generative phonoiogy. l.'orking with loan 
words in Nup~, o. Kwe. language of Central I·figeria, he proposed 
principles which account for his data., but do not seem adequate 
for borrowing processes in generai. That is, there seem to .be 
some cases where his principles .allow several alternati.ve 
substitutions for certain foreign segments', but with,out _any, principled 
way of choosing among them. Since the data su~gest that the process 
of na.tivization does not allow sp many alternatives, hts principles 
need revision. In the foliowing section I will first discuss the 
cases where Hyman I s hypotheses re:sult in indeterminacy and then . 
some al~~rnat'ive princ.f_ples whic.h seem to account for borrowing 
more adEiqua.tely. 

l.l. Kyman's hypotheses 

Hyman's princi:pies of borrowing are: 

1. 	 Foreign sounds a.re uerceived in terms of widerlying 
forris. (i9) · • 

2. 	 Foreign segments equivalent to native segments 
d,erived by rule are. lexicaliz.~d as the corresponding 
native underlyine forms. (39) 

There is a partial contr~diction between these two hypotheses. If 
a language }:la,s phonetic sequence yz which is derived from the 
upderlying xz by ~ rule x -+ y / _z· and it al so has an underlying 
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sequence yz, does the language lcxica.lize the borro~ed se~uence yz 
as xz or yz? When the opposition or underlying x and y completely 
neutralizes in the environment z, the sequence 'Will be lexicalixed 
as yz according to his first principle~ but a~ xz according to his 
second pri'llciple . Hyma.n gives no resolving principle. 

Secondly, his principles cannot give a sufficient explanation 
for vhy Nupe speakers create an epenthetic vowel in borroving a 
consonant cl uster inadmissible in the native system. He says it 
is bees.use the morpheme structure of Nupe is (V}CV(CV). Bllt this 
doesn ' t tell why Nupe speakers insert a vowel rather tha.o simplify 
the consonant cluster. Either process would change an inadmissible 
cluster to conform to the native (V)CV(CV) pnttern. 

Finally I wuld like to consider his third principle: 

3. 	 When a foreign segment a.p:pears in a.n environment in 
vhich the equivalent native derived segment does not 
appear, then the form of the incoming foreign word 
is modified so that the structural description of 
that rule is met and the segment in question is then 
derived in the appropriate environment. (4o) 

It means tha.t ~hen a language which ha.s a rule x-+ y / z borrows 
a sequence yw where w is distinct from z, w is changed to 2 so thnt 
y is derived in the appropriate environment by the ~ule x-+ y / _z . 
This principl e is too strong, because it allows more than one 
substitution for the segment or segments denoted by w above, and 
doesn ' t predict what will actually happen . For exa.mple, Japanese 
has a rule which palatalizes a consonant before the high front vowel 
i und the high front glide y. By this rule, there a.re the sequences 
Ci, fya, Cyo nnd Cyu, but no Ce . There nre no Cyi or Cye, since the 
glide y is deleted before the front vowels, before the pa.late.lization,~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

rule ~pplies. Cya, Cyo and Cyu become Ca, Co and Cu, respectively, 
by the rule which deletes y ,,aft;r palatg.J.ized cons~nants. In sumrn.ar~r, 
Japanese he.s the sequences Ci, Ca, 6'o, Cu, but no Ce. Ifov> nccording 
to Hyntan 1 s hypothesis 3, vhen Japanese borrows a sequence Ce, speakers 
•,mul.d change its vovel e to some ct.her segment, so tha.t the palatalized 
consonant is deri ved in the appropriate environment by the 
pnlntalization rule of Japanese. What is unclear here is how a new 
environment will be chosen vhen there are several alternatives. In 
this case all the following substitutions are possible . 

, 

., 

~~  
Co + {C~ro') 

Ce~~ -+ (Cyu) 

Ca -+ (Cya) 

It seems that he tncitly assumes tha.t the segment closest to the 
original one (in distinctive featUl."es) is chosen in nuch s case. 
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i and o are closer toe than u and a, because they differ from e 
by only one feature, while u and a differ from e by two, so that 
i or o would be chosen.l But still there is.no way to choose one 
of them systematically. Furthermore, Japanese data ·show that the 
change of environments indicated by principle 3 is very rare. !n 

~ . 
the case of Ce, the consonant is depal~talized when nativized. 
But the vowel insertion in Japanese observed in the borrowing of 
\tords with consonant clusters or with a word-final consonant 
suggests that some weaker version of the principle is necessary. 
The Nupe data which required Hyman to set up principle 3, on the 
other hand, could be expl~ined without it, as I shall shov in the 
following section. 

l.2. Borrowing in natural phonology 

I now examine borrowing based on the theory of natura.1 phonology 
(Stampe 1968, 1969). It is possible to view the borrowing process 
as parallel to children's acquisition of phonological representations. 
If incoming foreign sounds are admissible underlying segments in the 
na.tive :phonological system they will be represented in the lexicon 
without change. That is,. the foreign phonetic representations will 
be adopted as underlying ~orms. In this case there will be no 
conflict between Eyman 1s principles land 2. In the case I cited, 
yt. will be lexicalized as yz unless some information is available 
which prevents this underlying :representation. Ir, on the other 
hand, some foreign sounds are underlyingly inadmissible, they will 
be analyzed by suitable ne.tive rules·to obtain admissible repre-
sentations. That is~ segments wi11 be analyzed {according to certain 
rules) only when they are inadmissible. in the lexicon, I will refer 
to the operative rules, which constrain underlying representation, 
as 'dominant'. Suppose that the native phonological system of a 
language has a dominant rule x + y eliminating x frora the lexicon. 
If it has a rule v + x / z, dominated by the above rule a.nd 
allowing a. superficial x,the foreign sequence x~ will be e.nal.yzed 
as vz> since xis an inadmissible underlying segment.2 If '1,17;, 

obtained after analysis. is still inadmissible, further analysis 
will be carried out until some admissible segment is obtained, 
provided tba.t there is a rule available in the native system to 
cope with it. 

If some foreign segments cannot be analyied as admissible 
underlyin6 representations in the native system, they ,rill be 
registered as violations of the rules which prohibit them. Since 
those rules do apply to them, no hearer would ever have the cha.nee 
to notice the irregular representation in the lexicon of the. 
borrower. He will, therefore, treat them just like the native 
forms in learning and represent them in the lexicon vithout any of 
the irregule.rity observed in the borrower's lexicon. 

The children vho are learning a language vill finally revise 
the innate system of rules so that admissible representations ~ill 
be achieved for all the forms they hear from adults. But it seems 
to be very difficult for adults vho have once acquired a. phonological 
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system to revise it to comprise new segments or nev sequences of 
segments. In llll'.UlY cuH perception itJelf seems to be consti-a.ined 
by the native system, so that speakers perceive foreign sounds in 
terms of the native phonologica.l system. 'l'hus when some segments 
have to be registered in violation ot native rules~ the borrower will· 

. change his inadmissible underlying representations to admissible 
ones sooner or later, unless he leal"ns to revise the native system 
to allow them. In other vords, the inadmissible forms which were 
first registered in the lexicon will be chan'ged to admissible. ones 
by the application of the dominant rules which constrain.them--a 
process I refer to ae the 'restructuring of underlying representations'. 

In summary$ foreign segments vill be put in the lexicon as they  
are on the surface unless they are inadmissible underlying segments.  
If they are inadmissible, they will be analyzed by the native rules  
until some admissible representation is obtained. If a segment  
cannot be analyzed es a.n admissible form in the native system, it  
will be represented. in the lexicon as it is and finally will be  
restructured by the dominant native rules.  

l .3. Re-examination of Hyman I s data 

Let us re-examine some of the Nupe data Wlder the new hypotheses • 
. The fol"eign phonetic sequence ~i w·hioh Hyman gives to exemplify his 
principle l vill be.put in the lexicon as it is, according to our 
principle, since it is an admissible underlying sequence of Nupe. 
Consequently it becomes subject to the phonological rules or ij"up~, 
and will be realized as sYi by the application of the Nupe 'sp!rant 
palatalization rule and the general assimilation rule. _, . 

The next problem concerns an epenthetic vowel •. for which the:re  
are at least two possible explanations. First, sup~ose that the  
fact that Nupe doesn't have consonant clusters is explained by an  
enenthesis rule of the f'onn CC .,.. CVC, and that Nupe doesn •t have a  
r;i_e which derives sunerficial CC. Then CC in foreign words will  
be put in the lexicon- as such, in violation of the rule CC+ CVC,  
because CC cannot be analyzed as an admissible sequence in the  
native system. In the realization of this CC, the rule CC~ eve  
will apply and create eve. The epenthetic vowel is subject to the  
other constraints Hyman discusses.  

A second explanation is possible. Suppose that Jlupe morpheme  
structure is constrained by a rule like CC~ c. and that Nupe has a  
rule eve+ CC, dominated by the former rule. The latter rule might  
not appear at the normal speed of speech, but {according to Stampe)  
it is a quite common rule in fast speech, so that it vould be  
plausible for lfupe to have such a fast speech rule. Then CC would  
be analyzed as admissible eve. Whatever the case is, there is e.n  
explanation for the fact that consona.nt clusters are broken up by  
vowels t rather than in some other way. We need more facts about  
Hupe phonology to determine exactly what is going on here, of  
course.  

One of the facts which leads Hyman to set up principle 3 is  
the substitution of vowels after labia.1.ized B.nd palatalized  
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consonants in some loan words; there, Nupe speakers change unrounded  
front vowels into rounded back ones after labie.lized consonants,  
and rounded back ones into unrounded front ones af'ter palatalized  
consonants, Nupe has an assimilation rule of the form:  

+high JC+consJ ~ around / _ Iar~und][· 6ba.ck Sback 

But this assimilation rule doesn't apply to a foreign sequence  
like su; rather, the vowel u in it is converted into i, so thats  
is derived in an appropriate environment by the assimilation rule.  
Thus, liyman concludes that a principle like 3 is necessary. What he  
assumes here is that Nupe has a consonant assimilation rule but not  

. a rule assimilating features of a vovel to those of a preceding 
consonant. But it is possible to assume that Nupe has such a rule, 
for there are. other languages which have this rule and there is no 
reason why Nupe speakers cannot employ it. We merely cannot observe 
it normally, since it is ordered before the consonant a.ssimila.tion 
rule, and since the palatalized and la.bialized consonants arise only 
by the consonant assimilation rule. If we assume that Nupe has such 
a vowel assimilation rule (VAR), and a depata.lization-delabializa.tion 
rule (DR) which prohibits underlying palatalized and labialized 
cqnsonants, then the borrowing of su will be explained as follows: su will be put in the lexicon in violation of VAR and DR. VAR and 
DR apply to it in this order to derive si. That is, si is the 
restructured underlying representation. The spire.nt palatalization 
a.nd general assimilation rule apply to it in the process of derivation, 
and it will be realized as sYi. I show the process of analysis and 
realization in the diagram below. The upward arrow indicates an 
a.na.J.ysis of foreign segments a.s native underlying r~presentation 
(including a direct transfer of foreign phonetic representation) and 
the downward arrow.the realization process in the native system, 

[suJ t /su/ + 1s11 + /si/ + si 

VAR DR spirant general
L T-- ~ palatal- assimila-

restructuring ization tion 
of the under-
lying repre-

senta.tion 

In the following section, I will discuss some English loan words  
in Japanese according to the above principles of borro~ing, as a  

'·further validation of them. 
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2. English loa.n words in Japanese 

In addition to numerous Chinese loan ~orda, Japanese has 
borrowed many words from Western langua.ges--English, Germ.an, French, 
Dutch, Its.lien a.nd Russian. Modern Japanese is especially full 
of English loe.n words, which sometimes make language purists frown. 

In thia section I exrunine some English loans in Japanese to 
see whether the hypothe.ses in the previous section give a correct 
account of the actua.l borro~ing process. And at the srune time I 
discuss some properties of the system of Japanese phonology vhich 
e.re revealed in the process of borro•.ting. All the rules 'Will be 
presented quite inform.a.lly. 

2.l. Palata.lization 

In Japanese, consono.nts are palatalized before the high front 
vowel i or the high front glide y. This is expressed by the 
following rule: 

l, Palatalization  
-cons] C -+ C+palJ / 	 +high 
-backI

Since all superficially palatalized consonants can be derived by 
rule 1, we ca.n assume that Japanese has~ ordered before rule l, a 
rule which depalata.lized underlying consonants: 

2. Depalatalization 

C + C-palJ 

Rule 2 does not manifest itself in substitutions; it merely requires 
underlying consonants to be nonpalatal. The glide y is lost after 
superficially palatalized consonants. 

3, y-loss 
C l 

y ... ¢ / [ +pe.lJ _ 

Rule 3 merely supplies phonetic detail. but it will be crucial to 
my account of certain borrowings. I examine first how the English 
palatalized velar stops Kand g are borroved into Japanese. 

In English, Kand g are derived from k and R respectively by 
the process of palatalization before and after the front vowels 
(Bach 1968, 128-9). When velars occur between two vowels, the second 
vo,;el determines their value; consequently ·K and g don't occur before 
a nonfront vowel even if they e.re preceded by a front vowel (instead 
k a.nd g occur there). Thus palatalized velars occur in such words 
as Cf.ipJ 1keep', (illJ 'kick', (KeyfJ 'cake'. CtifstJ 'ticket', 
Cfl'£ndiJ 'candy', [giftJ 1gift', CbowgiJ 1bogie', CgeymJ 1 game', 
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C~tstJ •guest•, CgpepJ 'gap', I vill discuss in this section only  
hov the p&latalized vel_ar stops_ followed by front vowels a.re  
borrowed 1 ieaving those preceded by front vovels to the section on  
vovel insertion.  

i or g followed by the high front vovel in such words as [KiPt 
KIK, bowgi, giftJ will be interpreted as underlying k and g by 
undoing rule 1, in order to eliminate the palatalized consonants 
which a.re banned by rule 2. Since the ki and gi are admissible, they 
are not subject to further analysis. They vill be represented as 
such in the lexicon and realized as ii and gi phonetically by the 
application of rule 1. The analysis and rea.lize.tion of these 
consonants thus exactly parallels that of native Yords like CiinuJ, 
underlying /kinu/ 'silk' and [gimuJ, underlying /gimu/ 'duty•. 

Palatalized vela.rs before a nonhigh front vowel ce.nnot be 
analyzed as nonpalatal by rule l because it.applies only before high 
front vowels. This would require such consonants to be registered 
as underlyingly pa..latal, in violation of rule 2. Hovever, rule~ 
furnishes a way of avoiding this~ By rule 3 a sequence such as CE, 
where Eis a nonhigh front vowel, can be analyzed as CyE, thus 
furnishing the high front segment which permits .further analysis 
as CyE by rule 1. Thus such sequences as & and €i! will be analyzed 

· as Icya:, and gy13 by rule 3, wid further as kya! and gyoo by rule 1. ai 
inky.fl and~ will be replaced by rul.es determining the vowel system 
of Japanese. The following diagram shows the process of borroving 
and realization of ¥.ii! and ~. 

,.[FiaJ t Ky.13 t /k'J'M/ ½ /kya./ Jtya. .J. [lcaJ. 

Cga,J t gym t /gyza/ + /gya/ ,j, gya + (ga] 

3 1 1 3 

Examples: 4 

English Japanese 

[YJBndiJ 'candy 1 Clca.ndiiJ 
IxrepJ 1 ce.p' C1t.a.pp:11J 
CfpipJ 'gap' [ga.ppiJ 
t g,!!fiJ •ga.g' [gaguJ 

As described above, f@ and €'iB in raa.ny words come out as Ka and 
gain Japanese, but there are also numerous words where they come out 
as ka and ga, with plain stops, as in the following exa.l!lples: 

English Japanese 

[lfui landJ"J 'calendar' [karendaaJ 
C:IGatal.:>p;J 'catalog' CkutaroguJ 
[giESJ 1gas' [gas)iJ 
(~l.;:m] 'gallon• [garoMJ5 
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think this is becaus.e the pala.ta.lity of the velar stops before 
min Eng1ish is relatively weak and sometimes is not perceived by 
speakers of Japanese~ who consequently represent the stop§ as 
underlying k and g., without the analysis described above,b 

· To account for the borroving of lte and ge, we have to take into 
consideration a rule of Glide Deletion in Japanese: 

4. Glide deletion 

That is, y is deleted berore the nonlov front vowels i and e, and w 
before the back nonlov vowels u and o. This rule constrains under-
lying representation, so that there ca.n be no underlying ye vs, e. 
lr.e and ge can be analyzed as x.ye and gye by rule 3 and then as kye and 
gye by rule 1, thereby conforming .to the prohibition age.inst pa.la.talized 
consonants (rule 2). But kye and gye violate the prohibition against 
underlying ye imposed by rule 4. ~he English sequences Ke and ge 
cannot be ane.J.yzed, thererore, as any representation which is adll:lissible 
in the Japanese system, If they are registered as kye and gye, rule 
4 is violated; if as fe and ge, rule 2 is violated. In either treat-
ment~ the sequences will be pronoWlced as ke s.nd ge: 

/kye/ + /ke/ CkeJ /gye/ + /ge/ f C.gel 
4 4 

/f..e/ + /ke/ + CkeJ /ge/ + /ge/ ,.. (geJ 
2 2 

The learner 1 s representation will thus be restructured toke and ge, 
unless he lea.rns to manage the foreign SOWlds by changinp, the native 
system in some way. The folloving examples qonfirm·the above discussion. 

English Ja:.pa.nese 
.,. 

[tlkdJ tticket 1 [c[ketto] 
CJfoyJ!J 'cake' Ckeelt!J 
Cge:stJ 'guest 1 [gesnto] 
[geymJ · 1 ise.me' [geemuJ 

..,, ... 
Next I discuss how the English alveopalatal obstruents s, c,

J are borrowed. 
The voiced sibilant z in Japanese has the tendency to be affricated. 

For some speakers z and dz are in free variation, and for others 
they are in complementary distribution. Mieko Han reports on her o,;;rn 
speech, vhere dz occurs ward initially and z in other positions (Han, 
50). The palatalized voiced sibilant, z, on the other hand, is 
affricated everywhere, though the unaffricated z might appear 
occasionally in very limited environments. The affrication of the 
voiced sibilant in the same dialect as Han's could be formulated as 
follows: 
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5. Affrication o~ the voiced sibilant 

:~~:t J-+ [+del relJ / <# > 
+voi 

<-pal>r 
The coronal stops t and d a.re af.fricated before the high vowels·, 

and u, and the glide y, 

6. Affrication of coronal stopsI•son-cont -+ [+del relJ IJ [:~~:: J+cor 

This means that the opposition between z a.nd ·d neutralizes in certain 
environments. 

The derived (i.e. systematic phonetic) s, uz, and ts are 
phonetically more like the e.lveopala.tal obstruents [s], cJJ, [cJ tha.n 
like the palatalized alveolar obstruents [sJ, Caz], CisJ. The points 
of articulation of these segments nre in the prepalatal region. 
Hence I propose rule 7, which converts s, oz and !s into s, J and 
;, respectively. This rule me~eli supp!ies phonetic detail, but it 
plays a role in borrowing the s, c and j of English. 

1. 

English si will be interpreted as si by rule 7, hence as 
underlying si by rule l. It will be realized as si by the applicntion 
of these rules, ci will be analyzed as ~si bl rule 7, ~urther as ti 
by rule 6 and rule l; it will be realized ns ci by the application of 
these rules. 

There are tvo possible ·interpretations for Ji, shown in the 
following diagram.: 

(A) [jiJ dzi zi t /zi/ zi a.zi [jiJt t + i ½ 

7 5 l 1 5 7 

(B) [jiJ t azi t ui + /di/ + ni i azi + [jiJ 

7 6 l l 6 7 

(In case {B), cl.zi could first be depalatalized (rule 1) and then 
deaffi"icated{rule 6), since the palatalization and the affrication 
of coronal stops a.re not in an ordering relation, but there is no 
difference in the resultant form.) There is no empirical evidence 
as to whether the underlying form of Ji is /zi/ or /di/, since in 
either case the superficial form is [jiJ, 
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.,.The remarks appropriate to i.e a.nd ge should apply to se, ce 
and je as vell. Tnat is, ve expect them to be depalatalized as se, 
te, a.nd ze or de, respectively, But, unlike fe .and ge, they a.re not 
completely nativized in m.tmY oases; the psJ.atality ot the consonants 
before e is kept here against the native rule. The problem of what 
kind of native rules are easily modified in borrowing is s.n interesting 
one, but it isvnot in the scope of this paper. I couldn 1t find any 
example Yhere ce is completely nativized as te,1but I have some 
ex&nplea where se and je a.re completely nativized. I consider Je 
here, since there are two possibilities in nativization, na.mely ze · 
and de. 

After analysis by rule 7 a.a cize, Je could be registered either 
as /6.e/ or /'£el in violation of rule 2, or /dye/ or /zye/ in. 
vmolation of rule 4. Let us examine the latter cases first. 

(C} tjeJ + uze t ze t zye t /zye/ i /ze/ ¾ CdzeJ 

T 5 4 l 4 5 

(D) [jeJ t ilze t ae t a.ye t /d:ye/ ,a, /de/ ½ (de] 

7 6 4 l 4 

They-insertion might apply before deaffrication in analysis, since 
they a.re not in an ordering relation, but the resulting underlying 
!01'lllS would be the sa.n.e. The phonetic outcome [dzeJ of (C) appears 
usually word-initially in the dialect with which I am concerned. Now 
the data show that the analysis {C) is actua.lly employed by Japanese. 

English Japanese 

cJt:iattnJ 'gelatin' [dzera.cin] 
CJ.eliJ I jellyt CdzeriiJ 
[Je:scj- l 'gesture' Cdzes)1eB.!1J 

This might be because dze is phonetically closer to Je than 
de is, being different from it only by one feature, namely [+a.nteriorJ, 
but from de by two, [+anterior) and [-delayed releaseJ, Or it might 
be because the affrication of the coronal stops is ordered before the 
aff'rication of the voiced sibilant, thour,;h this orderinp. doesn't 
manifest itself in thena.tive system. Then the analysis would be 
the reverse of the order for generation, dze analyzed as ze rather 
than de. But at present I have no independent support for this 
ordering. 

There is one fact in dialects of Japanese wbich suggests that 
je is more closely related ta ze than to de. There are same dialects 
in Kyuusyuu where the sibilants, sand z are palatalized not only 
before i and y but also before e. That is, they are palatalized 
before front vowels a.nd a glide. But thi.s :f!1:1.lc.taliza.tion bei'ore e 
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doesn't affect the dental stops, t and d. This means we have· ,e 
(and often Je as a free variant) in these dialects for ze (dze) 
in the Tookyoo dialect and suggests a close relation between Je 
and ze (rather than de), And aB I mention in footnote 7, Japanese 
spirants might have developed from affricates historically. 

Let us consider next vhether ve ce.n get the same result if Je 
is registered as de or ze in violation of rule 2. 

(E) [jeJ t aze + /tJ.e/ /ze/ + [dzeJ 

7 5 1 5 

(F} CjeJ t aze t /o..e/ /de/ ,i. CdeJ 

7 6 1 

The adoption of the analysis (E) can be explained as above. sa, so, SU~ ca., co, cu, ja.1 Jo and Ju will be analyzed as 
sya, syo, etc,, with yin the w1derlying representation, as ink;£ 
and E'fll• Some examples: 

English Japanese 

csa.:p] 'sharp' [~aa.p~J 
[sat] 'shot' [sottoJ 
[sutJ 'shoot' [suutoJ 
cca.:t)'-] 'charter• [caata.a] 
cc.:lkJ 'chalk' [cook)i] 
CcuIQ gAmJ 'chewing gum' [ cuui rJgrunuJ... ) 
[j"mpJ ,Jump' cjamp~J 
r owkJ 'Joke' C,jookiJ 
[jusJ 1 juice' [juusiJ 

2.2. Vowel insertion 

Mc Cawley (1968, 131-4) has cie.imed that standnrd Japanese is a 
more-counting syllable language, in which the syllable functions 
as the prosodic unit and the mora a.s the unit of phonological distance. 
A mora consists of a consonant plus a vowel, a glide plus a vowel, 
a vowel alone, a mora nasal, or a mora obstruent,8 so that [kiiJ 
tkey', [peNJ 1pen', [yotto] 'yacht' are respectively tvo, two and 
three morns. Among these moras, the mora nasal and the mora obstruent 
don't constitute syllables, but rather each constitutes a syllable 
with a preceding mora. Thus [peNJ 1 pen 1 and [yottoJ 1yacht 1 have 
respectively one and two syllables. A long vowel which is phono-
logically tvo identical short vowels also counts as one syllable, 
as does a diphthong (although both of them are two moras), so that 
[kiiJ 'key' and [taiJ 'tie 1 are both one-syllable words, 

There are constraints on the distribution of some of the syllables. 
The syllable (C)VC, where the last C is the mora obstruent, cannot 
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occur vord-fina.lly. Moreover~ the s~llable vhich follovs must begin 
with the same obstruent as the mora obstruent. Thus, there are only 
two kinds ot oonaonwit clusters in Japanese, namely the cluster of 
tvo identical voiceless obstruenta (pp, tt, kk, as) and o'f the mora. 
nasal plus a. consonant. 

The above facts about syllable structure will be described by 
the folloving set of rules: 

8. cc + C/ [.J ;;9 

9. C -+ [-son]/ --. 
10. [-son J + C+nasJ I+voi --. 

~11. C+ns.sJ C+sonJ 

12. C -+ C-sonJ / C:-sonJ 

13. 
Scor I _ aant~-sonJ + 

T oant J 
L.:ycont> Bcor 

<ycont> 
l JC 

14. C .,,. ¢ I # 

Rule 8 says that there is no consonant cluster before or after the 
syllable boundary. Rules 9 a.nd 10 state that a syllable-final 
consonant is an obstruent and that a voiced obstruent becomes nasal in 
this position. 10 Rule 11 changes the nasal obstruent into a sonorant. 
That the mora nasal thus generated is homogranic with the folloving 
consonant is stated by rule 13, Rules 12 and 13 insure that a 
syllable-final voiceless obstruent is identical to the fo11oving 
obstruent. Rule 11. says that there is no word-final consonant. 

:Now I examine what processes apply to a consonant cluster or a 
word-final consonant of English in borrowing. If there were no 
rule which derived a syllable-final consonant e.nd which was dominated 
by rules 8 through 14~ then medial consonant clusters would be 
simplified by 8~ after which there would be nasalization and 
assimilation by 9 through 13, and a word-final consonant ~ould be 
deleted by 14, But Japanese has a so-called 'devoicing'rule, which 
provides Japanese speakers vith the Vta.y to cope with numerous 
consonant clusters or word-rinal consonants in English. 

The phenomenon of vowel devoicing in Japanese is quite 
complicated, and a.n exact description has not been worked out yet. 
'.i:he following devoicing rule is given by McCa:wley (127} as an 
approxini.ation. 

http:position.10
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15, Devoicing 

That is, the high vovels are devoiced between voiceless consonants 
or betveen a voiceless consonant and a word boundary. The above 
rule does not express the fact that vhen several consecutive 
syllables each contain-a high short vovel betveen voiceless consonants, 
only alternate vowels become voiceless, the choice or the syllables 
to be devoiced depending on several factors (such as the particular 
vowels ~ffected, the consonants or the environment, and the pitch of 
the s~llable). Devoicability also varies with the speed or speech, 
According to an e.coustic study by Mieko Han (1962, 20) only the high 
vowels i and u a.re devoiced at the normal speed of speech, as-in 
McCawley's formulation. The other vowels are often weakened under 
certain circumste.nces but, they are usually not devoiced at 'normal 
speaking tempo'. Han's experiment doesn't treat fast speech extensively, 
but at one point she mentions that such a sequence as /susuki/ 
tJapanese pampas grasst is reduced to [s:s:kiJ or even (s::ki] 11and /huhuku/ 'discontent' to (h:h:kuJ or even I to (h::kuJ in fast speech. 
~hat is, the high vowels are actually deleted, rather thv.n merely 
devoiced, under certain conditions. Among the consonants, fricatives 
show the greatest effect on devoicing, then affricates and finally 
stops. Since a vowel is inserted in borro~ing where there is none 
in the original word, a stronger form of rule 15, that is, a rule of 
deletion rather than Just devoicing, is the one I consider to be 
reversed, I assume the following fast speech rule is used to analyze 
borrowed words which have consonant clusters or "W'Ord-final consona.nts. 12 

16. Deletion of high vowels (fa.st s:peech) 

J -+ r/J / [-voiJ _ [ [-von1I+hieh. 
V 

11 j 

The high vowels are usually devoiced or deleted only between voiceless 
obstruents or a voiceless obstruent and a word boundary, but the 
insertion is carried on after voiced consonants, too. Hence I will 
suppose that rule 16 is expunded to the environment of voiced 
consonants in borrowing. 

The next problem concerns which of the two high vowels i and u 
is chosen as the epenthetic vowel. Here we notice that the environments 
of devoicing for these two vowels are not actually the same, because 
palata.lization precedes devoicing; we have [l{jsa] •train t ., tsika] 
1deert, etc., but not Ck!saJ or Cs!kaJ, That is, the consonant before 
i which is subject to devoicing is always palatalized. Thus rule 16 
can be decomposed as follows: 

http:consona.nts.12
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16. e.. [ -voiJ 
-+ ¢ +pal[+hi!h J I c-;oiJ

-be.ck 

b. 
r/J I C-voiJ[+hi~ J4 

c-~iJ}
+ha.ck 

u can occur after both pala.ta.J.ized and plain consonants, since :,-
loss (rule 3) precedes devoicing. For exa~ple, we get CsdsooJ 
•prime minister' f':rom the underlying /syusyoo/ by the a.pplica:!;ion of 
palatalization, y-loss and devoicing, in this order. Because of the 
nature of rule 16 discussed above, when the consonant after which a 
vowel is to be inserted is not pale.tali zed or pala.te.l, ntl.e 16a 
cannot be used, since its environment is inappropriate; then 16b 
will be reversed, and we get an epenthetic u. Some examples: 

:English Japanese 

CsupJ 'soup' Csuupp_J 
CplatJ 'plot' [p:!,!_rottoJ 
tklAbJ 'club• [kura.buJ 
[bluJ 'blue' [buruu) 
CforkJ 'fork' [,POOkE) 
CkrimJ 'cree.ro. 1 CkuriimuJ 
[~gJ 'gag' [gagE_J -
CgrUJ 'grill' Cf@!irE_J 
[na.yfJ 'knif'e' [naiq,fJ 
[:seyfJ r sa..re r Csee,p-,iJ 
(stowvJ 1 stove' Cs}!toob:J:1) 
[kj-vJ 'curYe 1 CkaabuJ 
CbllvJ ·,bath' (bas~J 
EarilJ 'thrill 1 [suriru] 
Cbla:wsJ 'blouse' CburausuJ 
[towst1'J •toaster' [t;;-os)1ta"aJ 
[ciz] 'cheese' [ciiz;:;-J 
[¥.,CsJ 1casll 1 [leas~] 
[halmJ I ha:ro' ChamuJ 
CmilkJ 'milk' cmir!ikfJ 

After the palatalized or palatal consonants, either u or i 
could be inserted, since both can occur in this environment. But 
there is some phonetic difference between the palatalized consonant 
before i and the one before u Yhich doesn't allow an arbitrary choice 
between them. I will refer to the one before i as gright and the 
one before u as though there might be a better tern to characterize 
this dii'ference. palatalized consonants before a and o have the 
same quality as the one before u. I suppose that Japanese hus a lov-
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level phonetic rule that darkens the palatalized consonants before 
back vowels, Thi~ difference is impor~a.et, since Japanese spea.k,ers 
don't ~onfuse CstsooJ 'obstacle' and CsisooJ 'prime ~inister' even 
when the vowel in the first syllable is devoiced or virtually 
deleted. The same phonetic difference exists between fu, pu, cu and 
fi, pi, ci respectively. In the case of the palatalized vela.rs and 
palatal affricates, those before i a.re phonetically closer to the 
corresponding English sounds, while in the case of the palatal 
spirants, those before u are closer. Thus i is inserted in the 
form~r environment and u in the latter. 

English Japanese 

caasJ 1dash 1 cda.ss11J 
c&sJ 'cash1 c1ca.ssiJ 
[frcsJ 'fresh' [cpuressil 
[?ialcJ 'match 1 [rnacc)J 
Cpin;J 1pinch' Cpi!!stJ 
[tA;] •touch 1 · Ctacc!J 
[sos!JJ 1 sausage 1 CsooseeJiJ 
[peyjJ 'page' CpeeJiJ 
[Sp/\njJ 'sponge' Cs)ipopJiJ 
[lteyltJ 'cake' [keeftJ 
[strayfJ •strike' [ sutorailtl J 
[breyltJ 'brake' [bureelr.!J 

One further point about the palatalized velars: the data. 
show that after the palatalized vela.rs either u or i is inserted~ 
When u is inserted the palata.lity of the velar stops in the original 
English word is not carried over to Japanese. That is, a plain velar 
is substituted for the palatalized one. As I mentioned in section· 
2.1, the pa.la.taJ.ity of the palatalized velars be~ore the low front 
vovel is sometimes ne~J.ected in borrowing; because of the subtlety 
of the palatalization in this environment, Japanese speakers often 
perceive fronted stops as plain velars. The swne situation happens 
here. The palatalization of the velar stops in English is a mirror-
image rule. Bach has pointed out that in a mirror-image rule the 
influence of the following segment is stronger than that of the 
preceding one, In particular~ a velar which. follows a front vowel 
is more weakly palatalized than a velar which precedes a front vowel; 
and it may be that Japanese speakers often do not perceive the· -.realter 
pa.lata.lity of the vela.r position af'ter a front vowel. When they miss 
the pa.la.tality of o. velar, they insert. u·, and when they perceive it, 
they insert i. The following list illustrates insertion of u after 
palatalized velars (with consequent loss of palatality): 

English Japanese 

[fifJ 'kick' C:!Hk.k)i] 
Etifl 'teak' c:ciikliJ 
Cpill:K.J 1 pack 1 Cpa.kk)iJ 

http:impor~a.et
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English Japanese 

[big ligJ 1big league' coiggu riiguJ 
[1:>=lgJ 1bag' Cba.gguJ 
Cpiltnil<J 1picnic' c.f5ikunikk~J 

The vovel after t a.nd d must be mentioned next. Here neither 
nor u, but rather o, is usually inserted. The underlying t and d 

are affricated before u a.nd are both palatalized and a.ffricated 
before i in Japanese. The choice of o after them, therefore, seems 
designed to keep the processes of affrication and palatalization from 
applying to them. Thus, the weaker version of Hymants third principle 
seeins to be necessary. This principle predicts a change in the 
environment of a segment so that it ~ill be derived in a.n environment 
appropriate for the borrowing language. It was pointed out ip section 
1.1 that this principle is too powerful, in that it allows more than 
one substitution in the environment. But in the present ·case, the 
epenthetic vowel is chosen so that some procesees will not apply to 
the preceding consonant and so that the quality of the consonant will
be kept a.s close as possible to the original one. So I admit that 
something like Hyman's third principle is necessary in such cases~ 
where new segments are created rather than substitutions ma.de i'or 
existing segments. Why o rather tha.'n e or a. is chosen still needs 
explanation. 

Mieko Han's experiment shows tha.t the u is more readily devoiced 
than i in the same environment. This correlates with the fact that 
u is inherently shorter than i in Ja.pe.nese (Han, 23 ). Her investiga.tion 
also shows that o is the third shortest vowel, following u and i. If 
it is the case that the shorter a vowel is, the easier it is for it 
to be devoiced or deleted, then o vould follow u and i in its npility 
to be devoiced. It is usually the high vowels that are devotctd, - but 
o could be devoiced in fa.st speech, And it would be devoiced more 
eo.sily thane or a. Following are some examples with o inserted after 
t and d,14 

English Japanese 

[bitJ 1hit I [nittoJ 
[bc;lt] 'belt t CberutoJ 
[str.::iJ •straw' [s~torooJ 
[straykJ 'strike' Cs)itoraikiJ 
C~ndJ 'band' CbandoJ 
(b~d] 1 bed 1 [beddoJ 
[drlr;k] 1 drink 1 [doriQk)iJ 
[dribl] 'dribble' . .[do:riburuJ. 

Finally, I would like to make one comment on the relation between 
devoicing and accent, The accented syllable is usually not devoiced 
(Han, 25) (that is, not deleted in fast speecb). 1 5 The loan words are 
generally accented on the syllable containing the third-from-lust niora 
(Josephs 1970),16 When this syllable contains the vowel inserted 
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in the process of borroving, the accent is often moved on.e mora. to 
the left. 

English Japanese 

Cepran) tapron' epUl'ON .... Cepu:roN] 
[dhbJ..sJ 1doubles' da.bilrus)i + Cde.buru::iuJ 
Csllv'F·J 1silver' siriibaa. .. Csiruba.e.J 
Cµ:esttlJ 1pastel' pasuteru ... Cpa.s}iteruJ...
CfiksanJ 'fiction' cpikiisoN + Cq,ik~soNJ 
CbiznisJ 'business 1 bijinesi + ['6iJines)!J 

Thus, with regard to accent, the epenthctic vowel is placed in the 
most favorable environment f'or deletion by rule 16. 

2.3. Gemination of consonants 

In adopting words with a consonant cluster or a word-final 
consonant, the gemination of a consonant is observed in certain cases 
in addition to the vowel insertion. That is, such English words as 
CtipJ 'tip', ChitJ 'hit' and [kI'J 'kick' come out as CcippuJ. 
CliittoJ and (.IcikkuJ, respectively. 

In English both the short vowel and the following consonant of 
word-.fina.1 stressed syllables ar~ considerably lengthened' and this 
lengthening of the consonant is especially conspicuous when it is 
released (the word-final consonant is usually unreleased~ but it 
could be released in careful speech).18 Thus [tipJ and ChitJ, for 
example. a.re pronounced as (~Ip: 1 J and [K!k:'J, respectively, in 
careful speech.19 I assume that these are the forms that ~ere borroved 
into Japanese. 

In Japanese the first consonnnt of a ~eminate {that is, the 
syllable-final obstruent) is char.a.cteristica.11:t unreleased. CC is 
phonetically a long C. The first consonant is released in the other 
environments. so c;ippuj 'tip' is pronounced [cip:'J after the final 
vowel is devoiced, or rather deleted. This phonetic output is very 
close to the original English form. 

One fa.ct which supports the above explanation of gemine.tes is 
that the final consonant preceded by a long vowel or·a diphthong, which 
is not lengthened in English, is not geminated when borrowed into 
Japanese. The argument is not very strong, however, since this fact 
could nlso be explained by the condition on Japanese morpllene structure 
that VV cannot be followed by CC. 

If Japanese speakers borro~ $Orne English ~ords from casual speech, 
where the word-final consonants are unreleased, they might not perceive 
the existence of the final consonant and would probably delete them 
(this may be more true for voiceless obstruents than voiced ones). 
We ha.ve some loans .;hich suggest that this situation has actually 
happened: 

http:speech.19
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... . 
Chvalt s,i.tJ 'white shirt' [waisats}iJ 
c.,tovba.ykJ 1autobiket CootobaiJ 
Cbibonit.J •cabinet 1 . Clr.anioeJ 

Voiced oQstruents are sometimes geminated and sometimes are not. 

CbigJ 'big' [oigguJ 
Cbt:dl 'bed' CbeddoJ 
(gBg) 'ge.g' [gaguJ 
Ckl11bJ 'club' CkurabuJ 

We also have a couple of examples where a voiced obstruent is 
geminated and then devoiced, 

[hllnd bligJ 'hand be.gr Chandoba.kkuJ 
[blJJ.d:,gJ 1bulldog 1 Cburur;iokkuJ 
CbedJ 1bed 1 [bettoJ 

These forms all have doublets with voiced obstru.ents. Since voiced 
geminates are inadmissible in Japanese; Japanese speakers have to revise 
the native system to allav voi'cedgemina.tes; if they fail to do it, 
voiced ge.minates will either be degeminated or devoiced by the process 
of restructuring of inadmissible underlying representations. 

What has been discussed so far can explain the gemination of 
final voiceless consonants (and the occasional gemination of voiced 
ones) in vord-fina.l stressed syllables, but not the ger.iination i~ 
unstressed or medial syllables. 

The consonant might be lengthened even in final unstressed 
sylle.bles, if sneakers of English articulated it very carefully with 
release. so that foreigners could 'perceive it. But the medial 
consonants are usually not lengthened and in any event they would not 
need to be lengthened to be audible, because they are admissible in 
Japanese (or in any language). So geminetion of medial consonants 
requires some other explanation. 

What is peculiar about medial consonants is that they are some-
times geminated and sometimes not, as the following data shov: 

With gemination: 

English Japanese 

Czlp:l'-J 
[flalpztJ 

'zippe:r' · 
tflapper• 

CjippaaJ 
[<I,urappa.aJ 

[)t11t?'J 'cutter'· CkattaaJ 
csAt:tJ 'shutter' (sa.ttaaJ '. 

ClAKiJ 'lucky1 [rakXiiJ 
(kt1KiJ 'cookie 1 [ku.li;JciiJ 
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Without gemination: 

English Japanese 

Cka.piJ 
[BAtiJ 
CcikinJ 

•copy' 
'putty' 
'c:hickent 

Ckopii:J 
c1;a.te] 
[cikiNJ 

I have at the moment no clear idea or·what distinguishes the two 
classes of loan vords. Perhaps we bave to consider the influence of' 
spelling, vhich I totally neglected in this paper. All the examples 
I have found with the geminated medial consona.nt--except one (cookie)--
have double letters {including ck for CkJ) in English orthography. 
But the loans without the gemin~tion of a medial consonant have either 
a single letter, as in copl, or doubled ones, as in putty. So we 
could say that if borrowing is strictly fro)!! hearing, the medial 
consonant would not be geniinated, but that the borrowing of some words 
is influenced by this spelling with double letters. On the other hand, 
perhaps we shouldn't totally give up looking for a phonetic explanation; 
English-speaking children sometimes syllabify such words as batter 
and zipEer {where a short vowel is followed by a short consonant) as 
bat. ter and zip.per. Further study of' English phonetics might suggest 
some explanation for the we:y in which Japanese borrows such words. 

The gemina.tion of a word-final single consonant discussed before 
does not hold for s·. As I mentioned in section 2. 2, s constitutes the 
optimal environment for vo..•el devoicing in Japanese. · The high vowels 
are usuully deleted when they follows and precede another voiceless 
con$onant or word boundary, in fast speech and of'ten even at the normal 
speed of speech, Han· ( 43) :mentions tho.t when the final vol;;'el is deleted, 
sis allllost doubled in length. Thus the copula /desu/ comes out as 
[des:J. This phenomenon may provide some explanation for why·Japanese 
doesn't 11ave a. contra.st between /-ssu# / and /-su/1 /: the phonetic differ-
ence between overlong Css:J and !!lerelY long Cs:J may be too subtle to 
allow differentiation of words. At any rate; when Japanese borrows 
vords with -s#, phonetic similarity to Enr,lish is guuranteed vithout 
gemination, since /-su#/ (after the nativizing vowel insertion discussed 
in 2.2) is realized as r:s:J b:,r vowel deletion plus the low-level process 
of s lengthening. 

One fa.ct about the sibilants vhich I can't explain is that a word-
final S is ger.tinated, even thoup;h S isn t t: [kffiss)i] t Cash I and [ pUSS}l] 
·1 push'. Perhaps this has to do with the fa.ct that ss and s contrast 
before a word-final high vovel, a.sin Ciss!J 1 one arrow' vs. CistJ 
1doctol" 1 and Ciss¢.J 1 one kind' vs. Cis)iJ 'dfrfcrcnt kind', whereas 
plain ss ands do not contra.st in this position. 

Finall!r. I have a few comments on the word-final ·consonant clusters. 
When the first C of CC# is s, there is no gemination: 

CU.st] 1 test 1 [tes)itoJ 
Cl.est] 'lust' CraslitoJ 
Edt.skJ 1desk' CdestS,kuJ 
(m,llskJ 1mask 1 [mas~uJ 

http:contra.st
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This is presumably the sar11e phenomenon as the failure of,s to gem.ina.te 
discussed above. Contrast this case vith that in which the C of a 
vord-fina.1 sC cluster is a liquid or a nasal. Heres is ,geminated; 
since the inserted u is not devoiced in this environment, no 'compensa-
tory lengtheningt of stakes place, 

English Japanese 

(hASlJ 1hustlet ChassuruJ 
CltsnJ tlesson' CressUNJ 

In the case of a stop followed bys, the stop is geminated, This 
could be explained in the same ~ay as the gemination of a word-final· 
single stop. 

[clps] 1chips' Ccippus,iJ 
[saksJ 1 sock,s 1 CsokkusjJ 
[m.IksJ 'mix' l:mik.\ustJ 
[!ndtksJ 'index' [indekkus){J 
tsJ,a,ksJ 1sle.cks' [sura..kkus}iJ 

What I cannot explain at present about word-final consonant 
clusters is that neither consonant is geminated vhen both of them a.re 
stops: 

[talkt] 'tact 1 [ta.kutoJ 
l:s£.ktJ 1 sect 1 CsekutoJ 
[sk.riptJ 1 script' CsukuriputoJ 

2.h. Glides 

It is a vell-knovn fact that the distribution of the glides wand 
y is quite limited in Japanese, v occurs only before a, and y only 
before u, o, and a. The restriction can be explained by postulating 
the following rules. 

17. Glide deletion 

... [-o!ck] (A) G C-backJ I 

(B)20 
+ r/J I abeck 

-low
[an~ck] I V J 

That is, becomes :r before the front vowels, and then y is lost beforeT,l 

i and e, and w before u and o. 
Now I consider how a.n English sequence CV is trented when it is 

introduced into Japanese. Since the sequences ~a, ya, yo, and yu are 
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admissible phonological representations, they will be registered in 
the lexicon as they are. 

English Japanese 

CwatJ 
Cye.:nJ 
Cy:> :kJ 
Cyu8J 

1watt t 
'yarn' 
1,york • 
'youth 1 

Cwa.ttoJ 
CyaaNJ 
tyookjJ 
Cyuus)iJ 

But since wi, ve, wu, vo, yi. and ye a.re prohibited by rule 17, and 
since there is no rule which is dominated by 17 vhich can analyze these 
sequences, we assume that they are registered in the lexicon in violation 
of rule 17 and a.re realized as i, e, u, o, i and e, respectively, by the 
application of rule 17. But when we examine the loan words which 
originally had a GV sequence, we see that our prediction is not entirely 
correct: 

CwltJ 'wit 1 [uitto:J 
[wetJ •wet 1 CuettoJ 
[wV'dJ 'vood' [uddoJ 
t-w.:it.tJ 'water' tuoota.aJ 
[yelor,.rJ 'yellow• (ierooJ 
[wir;kJ 'vink' [uirJki6.J 
(weyvJ 'wave' [ueebuJ 
Cvul.J 1vool 1 [uuruJ 
(w.:>kJ 1walk 1 [uook11.J 
ty1;:sJ 'yes' [iesiJ 
CyirJ 'year' [iyaaJ 
CyistJ 'yeast' CiisitoJ 

As we expected, y before i and w before u are lost. But y and win 
the other environments are not deleted, but are instead vocalized as 
i and u, respectively. If our hypothesis is correct, there must be a 
rule in Japanese which derives w f.rom u nnd y from i which can be used 
to analyze such sequences as wi, we, ~o and ye and yocalize the glide~ 
in them. There is one other fact which suggests the existence of such 
a rule: there is a gap in the distribution of vowels, any sequence of' 
two vowels being possible in a single morpheme, except *ia, *ea, *ua 
a.nd *oa. This gap in distribution, which looks accidental at first 
glance, could be explained by postulating a rule that converts i and e 
into y, a.nd u a.ndo into w, before a. It also suggests an explanation 
for our present problem: that Japanese spea.kers reverse this rule by 
expanding its environment so as to vocalize the glides in wi, we, wo 
a.nd ye. The choice of i and u :rether than e and o could be explained 
by their closeness toy and w. But the problem still remains. 1 
assumed that the analysis of inadmissible foreign forms was carried 
out only .,•hen there are some rules in the native system which generate 
them and which are dominated by the rules that prohibit them. But if 
there is a rule like 
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[-l!wJ+ [-syllJ / 

it is a dominant rule which constrains the underlying representation. 
It is not dominated by any other rule. I cannot explain why this 
dominant rule should be reversed by expansion of its environment (even 
to. a high vowel from a. low vovel in case o:f vi) so as to voce.lize the 
glides. Why doesn 1 t rule 17 apply to them1 The process of the 
vocalization of the glidas in certain positions is n problem I must 
leave for further study,21 

3, Concluding remarks 

I have discussed ho~ certain phonological processes of Japanese 
work in the analysis and realization of borrowed English words. The 
number of processes treated here is very limited: many others have 
been left for future study. 

Phonological theory must provide an apparatus to describe the process 
of adopting foreign words, since they are treated with considerable 
wiiformity when they are modified to conform to the nativ.e system. I 
consider ability to nativize loan words to constitute a pa.rt of linguistic 
competence. 

Some of the results of this paper su~gest that quite subtle phonetic 
facts may have to be considered to explain borrowing. One or the 
problems raised in a treatment of borrowing concerns perception. In 
this work, I have assumed that people can perceive any foreign sound, 
but I think this assumption is obviously wrong in certain cases. It is 
very difficult for native speakers of Japanese to hear the difference 
between the 1 and r of English, whereas they can hear the difference 
between 9 ands, although it is hard for Japanese speakers to distinguish 
them in production. It seems to me that some rules control perception 
more than others, though I dontt know how to characterize such rules at 
present. That the glides y and ware lost only before i and u 
respectively, but are vocalized in other positions, appears to have 
something to do with perception. Speaking impressionistically, it seems 
to be very difficult for Japanese to hear a y before i or aw before u. 
Japanese speakers can perceive the glides in othe_r positions, though 
they cantt always produce them correctly. Jiere we huve a significant 
problem-which needs much more research, 
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Footnotes 

*This is a revised version of m..v M.A. thesis. I would like to 
express my deep gratitude to ll!J' thesis adviser, David L. Stampe~ for 
his suggestions, to which this thesis owes a great deal.. I also 
would like to express IIJY' thanks to Arnold Zwioky and Patricia Milier 
for their help in completing this thesis. My thanks are also extended 
to Gaberell Drachman and Robert Jeffers for their valuable comments. 

l. Japanese has five vowels, characterized as follows: 

high low ba.ck 
i .+ (-) 
e 
e. (-) + + 
0 + 
u + (-) + 

2. I will refer to a rule which t;eners.tes a segment prohibited 
by a preceding rule as 1dominated 1 by the preceding rule. The 
analysis of underlyingly inadmissible foreiezi segments is carried out 
only when there is a rule available in the native system which 
generates the~, and which is dominated by the rule which prohibits 
them. · 

3, Since Japanese has only five vowels (see fn. 1), each English 
vowel is replaced by one of them. As I a.m not talkine about substitution 
for vowels in any detail, I list here tYJ)ical substitutes which appear 
in examples in the body of .the text. The :process of vowel substitution 
will be omitted as long as it doesn't affect the discussion. 

i + ii u -+ uu  
I -+ i ,r -+ u  
e 7 e a .... a 0 -+ 0  
t -+ e I\ -+ a  
re -+ a a .-+ a ;:) -)- 0  

\1 aa ')I 00 

4. Disregard those segments in the examples which ure not  
relevant to the present discussion. Some or them, such as vowels  
inserted word-finally and geminate consonants, will be discussed later.  
'l'be slash over vowels denotes devoic in;;. Accent will not be indicated  
unless it is crucial to the discussion.  

5. The capital N denotes a 1mora nasal', which sounds like a 
·continuation 	of the preceding vowel before a vowel or in .word-final 
position. In other positions its point of articulation is assimilated 
to the following consonant. 

6. G. Drachman has pointed out to me that the velar stops are  
not palatalized before <£ in British En.£:lish; he sug;gests that words  
with plain vela.rs before a? might have come in fror.i ErLtish Enr:-lish,  
But there are some words ~hich were obviously borrowed rrom American  
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English, like [gasorinJ 'gasoline' ~here the vela.rs a:r-e not palatalized 
in Japa.nese. There is still a possibility that such words were 
borr131Ved from a dialect in which the velars a.re not palatalized 
bef'o.re a,. 

We can't neglect the possibility of spelling pronunciation of 
plain k and gin this environment, as JuJ.ie Lovins has pointed out 
to me. 

7, I have one example provided by Julie Lovins, where ce is 
nativized as se rather than te: tseroJ 1 cello 1 , I can't explain this 
in my present scheme, because there is no native rule which a~fl"icates 
a voiceless sibilant. But it is interesting vhen ve look at the 
history of Japanese. Rideyo Arisaka (1957) has claimed that sibilants 
in Modern Japanese vere affricates in eighth century Japanese. If his 
claim is valid, the ancient process is going on here. 

8. The mora nasal is phonetically either a nasal or a nasalized 
segment colored by the surrounding segments. The mora obstruent 
is phonetically the gemination of the following obstruent. The voice-
less obstruents that can constitute the mora obstruent are p, t, k ands. 

9•. indicates a syllable boundary a.nd * e mirror-image rule. 
10, This rule shovs up in the derivation of a class of verbs. 

/yob-ta/ + yam-ta + yonta -1-. [yonda.J 
1 oa11 1 

•past• lO 11 13 

(The process of voicing assimilation vhich derives vonda from yonta 
is not discussed in this paper.) The interrelation of voiced obstruents 
and ri~sality is also observed in the Toohoku dialect where a word-medial 
voiced obstruent is prenasa.lized. 

ll. liotice here that the vowels of two .successive syllables are 
deleted, This is observed only in the environment of fricatives. 

12. It seems to me that so...called devoicing in Japanese could be 
considered deletion. not just in fast speech, but generally, The basic 
phonetic difference between the result of devoicing and that of syncope 
seems to be not the existence of a vowel, but rather whether the 
consonant before a devoiced or syncopated vowel is released or not. 
That is, the consonant i$ released· ~hen the following vowel is devoiced, 
but it is not when the vowel is syncopated. And I assume, as I discuss 
later, that many words were borrowed from rather careful speech of 
English, vhere the finaJ. consonant is released. Thus the rule nf 
devoicing, rather tha.n syncope, is used to cope with the YOrd-final 
consona.nt,the phonetic result of the former being closer to the 
original English sound, even though Japanese also has a rule of syncope, 

The rule of syncope in Japanese deletes high vowels in certain. 
environments (Mccawley, 115-20) . That is, the fine.I high vowels of-
Sino-Jape.nese morphemes ending in -ki~ -ku, -ti and -tu a.re lost in 
forming compounds when they a.re followed by: voiceless obstruents in 
the case of -ti and -tu, by another kin the case of -ki and -ku, Thus 
butu-situ 'substance' changes to butsitu {eventually to CbussitsuJ) 
iti-~on 'one slender object' to lli2!1_ CipponJ, ga.ku-ko~ 'school' to 
[ga.lr.kooJ , etc . 

The above discussion of the nature of devoicing is.still specuJ.stive, 
a.nd I assumQ here that the fast speech deletion rule is used to 
nativi:.e consonant clusters or word-final consonants o:f English. 

http:bef'o.re
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13, The high back vowel u in Japanese is phonetically somewhat 
centralized with very little lip rounding. It has a quality best 
transcribed as w. Since the high central vowel ii: in the Munda 
language Sora is also quite short (Stampe, personal communication), 
the fact that u is shorter than i in Japanese may be related to its 
centralized quality and its lack of" rounding. 

14. There are a few words where u is inserted and t and d have 
undergone affrication: 

ttvistJ 1twist' Ctsuis;itoJ 
CsEt].emantJ, 1 settlement 1 [setsur\.UllentoJ 
csd'tJ 1 shirt 1 [sa.ts,iJ 
[kAtlitJ •cutlet 1 Cka.tsurets)!J 
[dr.;:,"tzJ 1dro.wers 1 Cdzuroos~J 

15. The accented syllable is the syllable which contains the 
last high-pitched mora. Given its location, one can predict the 
pitch of all morns of the word. Cf. Mccawley (133}. 

16. Josephs gives a number of rules which supplement the basic 
accentuation rule which places the accent on the third-from-last Diora, 
but some of them could be explained by the fact that the mora which is 
created oy the vo~el insertion is not accented. 

17. The macron indicates the accented syllable nucleus.· 
18. This account of English phonetics was provided me by Stampe. 
19, : indicates lengthening of the preceding consonant and 1 

indicates release, 
20. This is~ the same as rule 4 in section 2.1. 
21. There is one interesting related ract about glides, All the 

GV combinations except wu and yi are attested at a stage in the history 
of Japanese. And all of them, again except wu and yi, still exist in 
some dialects (some dialects in Okinawa have wu and yi, but they are 
innovations from wo and ye). Notice that u and i are the environments 
where wand y, respectively, are lost in borrowing. 
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